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Abstract
Creation of image dat~bases is an important part of handwriting recognition
algorithm development. This paper. considers aspects of database objectives, sampling strategies, data collection, and truthing that should be considered when designing databases. Important points are illustrated with two examples of databases
constructed at CEDAR.

1 Introduction
The creation of an image database for experimental pattern recognition research is an
important aspect of algorithm development. A database must include samples that
represent different problems that can occur in practice so that developers can create
solutions for them. Often the desire to create a truly representative database has to be
balanced versus the costs that are incurred to collect the database. Not only monetary
expenses but also time constraints must be taken into account so that related research
tasks can be executed on schedule and within budget.
This paper presents a set of criteria for successful database design that have been
over a six year period. Considerations jndatabase
objectives, sampling strategies, data collection procedures, and data truthing are discussed. Also, experiences in collecting databases based on these criteria are presented.
The objective is to provide researchers with valuable information, some of which was only
gained in the field, that will help in the design and capture of databases that adequately
represent the domain of interest and are captured at reasonable cost.
develepedafter~extensiveexperience

The definition of the objectives of a database is the most important step in its des-ign.
Precisely what is being sampled should be made clear and the similarity of the sample
to the final application should be defined. Ideally the database is gathered from exactly
the same environment as will be used when the techniques are finally deployed. For
example, a database developed for handwritten word recognition from postal addresses
should be captured from envelopes in a working post office, if possible. In this way the
performance of algorithms developed on that database should easily project onto the use
of those techniques in a system for handwritten address recognition.
The sampling strategies used are a critical aspect of database design. A simple random
sample should provide a general overview of a problem domain. However, it may not
sufficiently represent problems that are significant for system design. In such a case,
'"This work was supported by the United Sta.tes Postal Service.
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a stratified or enhanced sample may be called for. For example, it is known that ZIP
Codes containing touching digits cause many failures (on the order of five percent) in
handwritten ZIP Code recognition. A random sample of 10,000 ZIP Codes will thus only
contain about 500 examples of such images. If this is insufficient for the development of
recognition algorithms, an enhanced sample of ZIP Codes that only containlS touching
digi ts can be collected.
Data collection procedures that are followed in the field should be clearly defined and
precisely carried out to insure the success of the database. The imaging device should be
as equivalent as possible to the one that will be used when the system is deployed. This
is important to help insure that the results achieved with the database reflect those that
will be obtained when the algorithms are placed in field use.
Database trutMhg is often the most expensive aspect in its collection. The desired
type of truthing should be clearly defined and the most cost-effective method of achieving
that level of truthing should be used. For example, in truthing mailpiece addresses, it
is sometimes desired that every character be individually segmented. While this can
be done manually at a significant cost, a semi-automatic process in which results of
segmentation are confirmed by an operator can be much more efficient.
The remainder of the paper discusses aspects of the above points in more detail. Experiences gained in collecting two databases that relate to these points are also discussed.

2 Objectives
A clear and concise definition of the database objectives is very important because the
scientific merit of the database hinges on the objectives and the rigor with which these
objectives are enforced. If the ultimate intention of a database is to project performance
to the entire population it is not sufficient to simply collect images of the first 2,000
documents from a document stream of much larger size. Rather, projectability, intended
coverage, and required truth data all need to be defined clearly so that implementations
supporting these objectives can be carefullv undertaken.

3 Sampling Strategies
An overview of several statistical sampling techniques is presented here. Although there
exist other st?-tistical and non-statistical techniques, the described techniques are presented because they are commonly used.

3.1

Simple random sampling

Simple random sampling [SRS] assumes that any n element sample is equally likely to be
chosen from the population of N elements. In implementing SRS, one randomly chooses
n samples from the N population elements without replacement. Use of this technique
implies that the entire population should be accessible during sampling. This is a luxury
that often cannot be achieved in practice rareiy do entire document populations remain
in one place waiting for n samples to be drawn. For this reason, SRS has not been used
very much by CEDAR.
For the purpose of the following discussion, let (Xi denote elements of a population
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of size N and Yi denote elements of a sample set of size n. Let p, = Ef:l adN, (72 =
Ef:l (ai - p,)2/N, Y = Ei=l yi/n, and S2 = Ei=l (Yi - Y)2/ n .
SRS statistics give insight into how performance results can be generalized to the
entire population. In using Y and S2 as approximations to p, and (72, respectively,
confidence limits can be placed on population performance statistics. To ascertain
the value of p, with x% confidence, let Cx denote the number of standard deviations
around p, (in a normal distribution with mean p,) that it takes to enclose x% of the
total area under the normal distribution. It is well known that one can assert that
p, E (Y-Cx(V(1-n/N)s2/ n ),Y+cx(V(1-n/N)s2/n )). This is almost always true
even if the underlying sample distribution is not normal [2].
To illustrate this point, say that a recognition system was properly tested on a set of
5,000 credit card receipts alIfd that 74% of the images were correctly read with variance,
s2, equal 1.017. This set of 5,000 receipts was sampled from 278,657 total receipts.
Cg5 = 1.96 and accordingly,
<'-95

* V(1 - n/N)s2/ n =

1.96 * yI(1=5, 000/278, 657)1.017/5,000 = 0.0277

and therefore,

P, E (0.74 - 0.0277,0.74 + 0.0277) = (0.712,0.768).
Therefore, with 95% certainty this system would have correctly read between 71.2% and
76.8% of the 278,657 receipts.
Implementing SRS can be somewhat difficult in practice because of the needs for
comprehensive population coverage and random selection. These statistics can be applied
(via extensions and assumptions) to other sampling techniques described below.

3.2 Systematic sampling
Systematic sampling [SS] is a simple technique: sample every kth population element
where k is a predefined quantity. The difficulty with this technique lies in the fact that
it is not guaranteed to be statistically representative because the "list" from which every
kth element is identified may not be randomly ordered. If it is randomly ordered then
the same statistics may be used as in SRS. Many of CEDAR's data collections assume
that mailpieces are randomly ordered and therefore, SS is often used in place of SRS.

3.3 Stratification
As database sampling environments become more complex, stratification [STRAT] can
be employed to help reduce complexity. The idea behind STRAT is to partition the
document stream into strata. Within each strata, a simple sampling strategy such as
SRS or SS can be employed. If the number of samples from each set in the partition
is proportional to the relative size of the partition then the technique is called uniform,
otherwise it is called disproportionate.
Statistical rules for calculating confidence intervals from uniform STRAT are much
like those used for SRS. Let Yij be the ph sample from strata i. The population mean p,
then falls within the x% confidence interval:

(Y - cxV(1- n/N) ~ ~sr!n, Y + cx

J(1-

n/N) ~ Wisr!n)
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8;

where Wi = Ni/ N, Ni = population of strata i, and
is the variance in strata i. This
equation can be used in exactly the same way as in section 3.1.

3.4 Enhanced sampling
Many times it is necessary to sample specific documents that help support r~earch in
specific areas. For instance, low contrast imagery may be needed to develop a contrast
enhancement algorithm. In these cases the population can be stratified into two sets:
the set containing desired samples and all remaining documents. STRAT is then used to
sample document images. Unfortunately, generalization is usually possible only within
the strata from which the sample was taken.

4 Data Collection
The overriding concern in implementing the data collection is how to maintain projectability of performance results to realistic applications. To achieve this goal, the entire
collection environment should realistically represent the application system. Database
objectives should help define the nature of the image capture environment.
Once collection objectives and sampling strategy have been defined, image collection
and associated field truthf should be collected. In many cases) full scale data collection
should be preceded by a number of practice collections so that any "bugs" in the process
can be worked out.
This remainder of this section discusses some important implementation aspects including collection site, image lift, and human factors.

Collection site: The best place to sample images is the location where the application
will be deployed. Besides incorporating realistic environmental conditions (such as paper
dust), this also can reduce labor cost since documents do not need to be transported offsite. Also, scanning images off-site could introduce document degradations. For example,
scanning photocopies of documents introduces noise from the copying process.
Image lift selection: Use of an image lift that does not simulate the final application
could affect the usefulness and/or lifetime of the database. For example, one postal
database collection captured mailpiece images photographically on color film in a post
office. The film was returned to the home office for scanning. The usefulness of the
resulting images was lessened because of the grainy texture they contained.

Human factors: Although there will always be human impact on database realism, this
impact can be minimized by reducing the collection procedure to a repetitive process.
Two practical aspects to consider in human factors are training of collection personnel
and detailed attention to correctness of the (semi-)automated processes that they employ.
This will help eliminate any bias in the document selection procedure.
Other practical considerations: Collections inevitably suffer downtime. Having a good
strategy to reduce this to a minimum is crucial. For instance, availability of spare parts
and additional personnel could help minimize effects of downtime. Downtime also effects
tField truths are truth values, such as color responsivity, that typically can only be measured in the
field.
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the temporal characteristics of the sample. If the data stream being sampled is time
dependent then representative sampling may not be possible. Contingency plans must
be made for such circumstances.
The storage media used for images is an important consideration because it should
support the desired throughput rate, provide an effective means of transportation to the
destination, and, perhaps, provide reusability of expensive media.

5 Data Trutbing
As a general rule, most labor cost in creating databases can be attributed to truthing.
This statement is, of course, qualified by the amount and detail of truthing that is
required.

5.1 Defining required truth
The level of truth delivered with the database is exceedingly important from completeness
and cost effectiveness standpoints. For instance, in a database of handwritten words it
is essential to have the ASCII representation of the word images. Other times character
coordinates within the word may be required. The list of "nice to haves" can go on and
on.
The database objectives ideally determine the required truth. In the best case, a cost
versus benefit analysis would determine an "optimal" truthing strategy that will create
the required truth within the resources allocated. Tolerance to truthing errors is also
an important part of defining required truth. The following techniques seek to minimize
errors.

5.2 Redundant manual truthing
The most common truthing technique is completely manual. Often this process is error
prone. A more sophisticated technique uses redundant truthing i.e. truthing provided
by two or more independent truthers. Truth values from independent sources can be
merged and conflicts resolved through an arbitration process. In this fashion, truthing
can be parallelized (with independent truthers). This technique is often effective for
smaller databases if effective software for truthing support is available.

5.3 Redundant semi-automated truthing
An alternative to redundant manual truthing is to use automated truthing with manual
verification and correction. If automatic truth extraction performs well, a quick verification step by a human operator will result in a fast and accurate truth assignment. This
approach can reduce labor costs by at least 50 percent while automatic truthing runs
can provide useful information about reliability issues. This techniaue has been used to
truth over 20,000 mailpiece images at CEDAR.

6 Database Experiences
To illustrate earlier points, two data collection efforts completed by CEDAR are described
below. The first effort consisted two collections that focu~ed on specific mail stream
elements. Images of handwritten words, characters, and digits extracted from these
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collections are publicly available on the CEDAR CDROM 1. The second collection effort
is more recent (May 1992 through July 1992) and larger in volume. Using an image lift
station [1] and high volume data capture techniques, approximately 30,000 full mailpiece
images have been sampled. This database is referred to as the CEDAR Mailpiece Image

Database.

6.1

CEDAR CDROM 1

CEDAR CDROM 1 contains handwritten words (city names, state names, and ZIP
Codes), mixed alphabetic and numeric characters, as well as digits that were extracted
from the digital images of handwritten addresses. On two occasions (once in 1987 and
again in 1988), data gathering operations were conducted at the main post office in
Buffalo, New York. Mailpieces with handwritten addresses were selected and scanned on
a state-of-the-art iIl'Iage digitizer at 300 pixels per inch in 8-bit grayscale. Truth values
were assigned by drawing bounding boxes around the city, state, and ZIP Code words
and typing in their identities.
Because they were scanned from "live" mail, the data were unconstrained for writer,
style and method of preparation. These characteristics help overcome the limitations of
databases that contain only isolated characters or were prepared in a laboratory setting
under prescribed circumstances.
The images were divided into subsets, indicated by a two-letter abbreviation, by the
sampling procedure that was used for that subset. The BB, BD, BS, BR, and BU data
sets were gathered with procedures that basically balanced on the first two digits of the
ZIP Code. Each image in the BC set was selected because it contained the ZIP Code
14222. The BL images were chosen because they contained the city name "Buffalo". Each
subset of the database is also divided into explicit training and testing sets to facilitate
the sharing of results among researchers as well as performance comparisons.

Handwritten words: The handwritten words (cities, states, and ZIP Codes) are provided on the CDROM in full g.-bit grayscale. These data were divided into training and
testing sets by randomly choosing approximately ten percent of the ZIP Code images and
placing those images as well as the city and state name from the corresponding address
in the test data. The remainder of the data were retained for training purposes. This
breakdown is shown in Table 1.
Each city or state word in the test data is provided with three dictionaries that
simulate the results of recognition of the corresponding ZIP Code. The dictionaries
contain lists of all the city or state words that could match the ZIP Code that corresponds
to those words when one, two, or three of the digits (randomly chosen) are allowed to
vary. The data from the USPS database of cities, states, and ZIP Codes were used to
determine the dictionaries. This file is also included in the database.

Mixed alpbabetics and digits: The database contains a quantity of segmented, binary
alphabetic characters and digits. These characters and digits were extracted from address
blocks and should be suitable for general algorithm development.
The data in this portion of the collection were segmented from the BD and BL address
blocks. This was done to satisfy a need for training data for character and digit recog-
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Numbers of training and testing data
training set
testing set
subset cities states ZIPs cities states ZIPs
BB
363
277
269
37
30
31
217
Be
190
190
21
23
21
BD 3106 2490 2201 317
252
238
877
1017 875
114
BL
97
97
564
467
450
50
BS
60
49
n.a.
n.a. 3962 n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
BR
n.a.
n.a. 1072 n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
BU
470
435
totals 5100 4468 9019 532
Table 1: Numbers of handwritten word images in the training and test sets
nition algorithm development. The extraction and truthing of this data was performed
by a program that displayed single connected components in isolation to an operator. A
truth value was assigned to the component if the truth was obvious in isolation. If the
truth was not obvious, the operator used the coordinates of the component to locate it
in the original address block. The surrounding context of the component was then used
to assign the truth value. This procedure caused each of the alphabetic and numeric
characters in this portion of the database to be composed of just one component. A
test set was chosen from the alphanumerics by randomly choosing ten percent of the
available images. Altogether, there are 24,947 characters in the training set and 2890 in
the testing set. There are 5802 digits and 19,145 examples of the characters A-Z and a-z
in the training data. The test data contain 707 digits and 2183 alphabetic characters.
Digits only: Another portion of the database is composed of binary di.gits that were
extracted from ZIP Codes. The binary digits in the training set were extracted from the
BR ZIP Codes after they were truthed. This was done by segmenting the BR ZIP Codes
into isolated digits and mapping the truth value for each position in the ZIP Code onto
the isolated digit that was output by the segmentation algorithm at the corresponding
position. Each digit image was then manually inspected. Any images that resulted from
poor segmentations or had been assigned incorrect truth values were removed. The 18468
images that remained after this process are included on the CDROM.
The binary digits in the test set were generated from the BS ZIP Codes. A segmentation algorithm was applied to these images and every single digit that was output by
this technique were saved to separate files. This resulted in a test data set of 2711 digit
images. Each of these digits is provided with its associated truth value by corresponding
the "position of the segmented digit to the truth value at that position in the ZIP Code.
The objective of this test set is to provide as realistic as possible a simulation of the data
that would be encountered by an isolated digit recognition algorithm when it is applied
to the results of segmenting handwritten ZIP Codes.
A carefully chosen subset of the BS digits are also provided. This set contains 2213
digits chosen from the 2711. Each of the 2213 were judged to be well-segmented by three
USPS contractors. Thus, any obvious segmentation artifacts should have been removed.
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class
da.ta. set
training - BR
test - all BS
test - good BS

0

2866
434
355

1
2544
345
289

2
2047
296
224

3

4

1731
260
208

1676
234
183

5
1459
193
117

6

7

8

1722
281
245

1616
241
221

1453
216
191

9
1354
211
180

total

18468
2711
2213

Table 2: Bi-tonal digit images in the database
Table 2 provides a histogTam of the number of images in each digit class in both the
training and test sets.

6.2

CEDAR Mailpiece Image Database

This section overviews the construction of a large database of handwritten mail piece
images and associated truth.
Objectives: This database was defined as a representative collection of a large set (on
the order of 30,000) of 300 ppi grayscale mailpiece images that could be used for large
scale testing of research systems. The images are representative of the non-prebarcoded
mailstream and were captured on state-of-the-art imaging technology. The sampled mail
was also capable of being automatically read (i. e. machinable). Extensive truth information was required on a large portion of the resulting imagery.
Sampling sites: After an analysis of the handwritten mail stream in the Buffalo post
office two sampling points were identified. All machinable mail processed by automatic
reading equipment will pass through exactly one of these points. Due to the dynamic
flow of mailpieces, mail at these two points i~ constantly being transitioned to the next
phase of routing. These sample points are now briefly described.
1. Facer/canceller output: Non-bundled collection mail is correctly oriented and can-

celled by the facer/canceller. Barcoded and non-barcoded mail are separated. On
output, non-prebarcoded, machinable mail is placed in trays for presentation to an
MLOCR operator. All handwritten collection mail can be sampled here: in Buffalo
the output trays contain about 55% handwritten maiL
2. Metered staging area: All bundled and non-prebarcoded metered mail arrives
through a weighing station or is separated by the culling machinery. The non:..
presorted metered mail is placed in the metered staging area for input to the
MLOCR. Handwritten mail forms 15% of this stream.
Sampling strategy: The sampling strategy used was based on a STRAT sampling approach designed by Kenan Systems Incorporated. A modified version was designed that
provided a sampling rate of 500 images per hour.
Care was taken to spread the sampling over the time when mailpieces were available
at the two sites. In addition, care was taken not to resample from mail trays already
considered in the sample. Within these constraints, sets of approximately 100 mailpieces
were sampled at one time from each sample area. These 100-mailpiece sets were scanned
while the next set of 100 mailpieces was collected.
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Sampling Area
Cancelled collection
Metered staging
Total

Handwritten
77%
23%
100.0%

Table 3: Percentage of machinable mail by sampling location
Estimated distribution percentages (in Table 3) were used to separate handwritten
mail into two proportionally sized strata. If 800 handwritten images were to be collected
each evening then (.77)(800) = 616 of them would be sampled from the output of the
facer / canceller and the remainder from the metered mail staging area.
An estimation of the quantity of mail passing through each sampling area each day was
also used. These approximations were based on Postal Service statistics. These statistics
determined the skip interval, k, as follows: divide the total number of mailpieces that
will pass through the sampling area during a given time by the number of samples to be
taken and truncate the result. Now, every kth sample of mail was sampled. For instance,
if 150,000 pieces were processed when 184 pieces were to be sampled, the skip interval
was k = 815.
In practice, it was assumed is made that each mail tray holds 560 mailpieces. Therefore, a sample was drawn every (815/560) = 1.5 trays. Further, since trays constantly
move not all trays were accounted for. Therefore, the tray interval, k, was truncated, in
this example from 1.5 to 1. One sample was drawn every k trays at random from the
beginning of the tray.

Data collection: The image lift described in [1] was employed as the scanning device.
It captures grayscale images at 300 pixels per inch while moving the mailpieces past the

scanning array at speeds of approximately 105 inches per second. Images captured on
the image lift were written to four magnetic disk drives. After two drives are full, the
drives are backed-up onto an 8 mm tape drive. In the meantime, the other two disks were
used to capture additional images. The tapes were returned to CEDAR for truthing.

Data truthing: The semi-automated truthing process shown in Figure 1 was used. Indicated throughput rates are for 1,000 mailpieces. Boldface throughput rates are those
steps that run automatically overnight if necessary. Italicized throughput rates indicate
steps run by a human operator with the aid of a highly refined set of software tools.
Captured images were first read from tape onto disk drives. Image format conversion
took place before ..Address Block Location [ABL] was invoked. Address Recognition [AR]
could have also been automatically applied at this point but AR's effectiveness as a
truthing tool for handwritten mailpieces was still being enhanced. (Dashed lines indicate
areas for more fully automating the truthing process.) A step of verifying and perhaps
relocating (if ABL failed) the destination address blocks could be followed by a second
AR step which is applied only to those images whose address block coordinates have
changed. Once pieces have had their address block correctly located and automatically
read, a truthing verification/entry program is used to complete the truthing process.
Without the use of this semi-automated approach, accurate truthing for 300 mailpiece
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Tape from image collection

Preprocessing (automatic)

Address Recognition (automatic)

Truthing (manual)

Address block coordinates. lines. words. attributes. ASCII. encoding data

Figure 1: Semi-automated truthing process used by CEDAR

images could have take up to a week for one person. With the use of this methodology,
up to 300 mailpieces were truthed by a single person in a day. In addition, since the
process was partially automated, the degree of error was reduced significantly.

7 Conclusions
Much time and effort are required to construct document image databases. This paper
has outlined several considerations that should be employed in developing such databases.
A procedure for creating databases that includes defining objectives, sampling strategies,
collection procedures, and truthing requirements has been proposed. Two database development tasks that CEDAR has completed illustrate these points.
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